In IIW’s previous estimation, the election results were expected to be available during the week starting 27th April 2020. As you may have seen, the UK Government has extended the lockdown for another three weeks, so both IIW HQ and our auditors / independent adjudicators of the election count, RPG, have to comply and our offices stay closed.

A further revised estimate of when the election results will be available and ready to announce, is around 20th May 2020. This is based upon the currently known situation, which as has been seen in recent times, is changeable at very short notice. This is being monitored and reviewed by IIW and RPG on a regular basis.

The Executive Committee are sure that you will all understand the decisions are necessary to protect our office staff and our suppliers, to comply with Government guidance and to ensure the independence and integrity of the IIW Election process.

27th April 2020